Re-imagine your relationship with each other | the city | the earth through waste

Daily Dump
4 steps to re-imagine waste, one at a time.

1. Test the waters
   Ask Daily Dump your questions and talk about your collective fears with regard to managing waste as a community. We will come to your place and share the importance of being waste-sensible. We have worked with so many communities in the past and understand that you need to think and talk through your challenges.

2. Green your community
   Implement simple ways of turning your kitchen & garden waste into high quality compost and manage other waste effectively. This will save transport costs, cut pollution and inspire others while adding beauty to your premises. As the city grows, this will become mandatory - so become future ready!

3. Dig deeper
   This is an opportunity to follow waste on its journey after it leaves our homes. Daily Dump organizes this Trash Trail during which you will see what happens to the stuff we throw and meet people whose livelihoods depend on waste. We can guarantee that no one will ever see garbage in the same way again.

4. Close the loop
   Hosting a Square Foot Gardening workshop at your premises will enable participants to plant, grow, look after and harvest vegetables - one square foot at a time. Use the compost you make to complete the natural cycle and create a hub for children to learn how to grow food and connect with the earth.
I. Test the waters

What we will do:

- **Demonstrate** why waste management is important (using a deck of cards or projection on to screen + a short film)
- **Conduct an** interactive game on segregation - so make sure your kids are also there!
- **Observe** your premises, meet your housekeeping staff (if you have any) and talk to you about the best place to start.

Steps to begin:

- Get everyone together for 1 hour - we will do the presentation and game.
- Set up a projector for screening presentations & videos (if possible)
- Walk with us around your premises. We will check and discuss options. with you
2. Green your community

What we will do:

- **Show you options** for segregating, composting and gardening in your community. These are briefly shown over the next few slides so that you can be prepared to talk about them when we walk through your premises with you.

- **Grow your confidence** by holding your hand until you get the system right.

- **Connect you with other communities** who have successfully implemented a waste management system. Talk to them, pay them a visit and see how it works.

- **Train your staff** on best practices and their individual roles in the new system.

- **Connect you with dry and e-waste vendors** who can collect the other waste you generate (not organic).
If you have a landscape area, you can do leaf composting.

Most communities send out or burn garden litter and clippings. Did you know that you can convert this into rich leaf compost by collecting it in our beautiful composters and simply adding water daily?

**Why compost leaves?**
- does not add to landfill pollution,
- saves in transport costs,
- prevents leaves from being burned and emitting carbon
- makes your kids aware of the value of leaves and creates a connection to nature.
- makes the gardener’s work easier,

Many communities like to begin their waste management efforts with this step as there is no smell associated with it.

**Manage leaves & garden waste**

- collect leaves
- add water daily
- push them down
- open in 6 months
- nourish the earth!
If you are a community of less than 40 families and want to compost collectively, use our row composters - the ‘Leave it pots’.

Smaller communities sometimes have a challenge with housekeeping staff and getting help from facilities. The leave it pots are ideal because they:

• require no maintenance,
• are smell free
• are rodent safe
• require no stirring
• are no fuss, just leave it!

They are designed to look beautiful in your garden, and produce rich compost in 2 - 3 months. 8 - 10 families need about 5 large pots to manage all their wet waste. The pots come in 3 sizes and can be painted for you too!

‘Leave it pot’ system
(Manage wet waste as a small community)

segregate kitchen waste
collect from homes daily
layer wet waste & ‘remix powder’ daily
when full, leave it for 2 months
use the compost in your garden!
If you are a community of more than 40 & less than 200 families and want to compost collectively, you can do it using our Aaga 550 System.

Larger communities have some space. These products are simple to use. Some features:
- do not use power,
- rodent proof
- easy to manage

You will need housekeeping staff and a supervisor to manage this system. This has been successfully implemented in more than 70 communities. It works out to less than Rs 4000 capital investment per family which includes training your staff to use it.

‘Aaga 550’ system
(Manage wet waste as a large community)

- segregate kitchen waste
- collect from homes daily
- add to Manthan with remix powder
- empty into pits when full
- make black gold!
If you want to manage waste as a family, you can turn your kitchen waste into fertile compost using our home stack composters - the Kambha’s.

Some communities prefer composting individually at every home and managing their organic waste directly at source. Our Kambha’s are stacked composters known for their aesthetics and ease of use. Some features:

- take minimal space
- modular & easy to use
- smell free
- rodent proof

You will need just 2 mins a day to compost using the Kambha. They come in various shapes, sizes and colours.

‘Kambha’ stack system

(Manage wet waste as an individual home)

- segregate kitchen waste
- add waste to Kambha
- Layer with ‘remix powder’
- no fresh waste should be seen
- cover top layer with paper. Shift unit when full.
Want to know more about the challenges of waste in a city? We offer 3 versions of a Trash Trail.

1. Collecting and Dumping Trail
   - 3 hours
   - Upto 30 participants
   - A visit to transfer points and nearby landfill

Some communities prefer to take of their own transport and food while some prefer us to take care of this.

2. Recycling Trail
   - 3 hours
   - Upto 9 participants (or multiples of 9)
   - A visit to collectors, wholesale market and recyclers.

3. The Complete Trash Trail
   - 8 hours (full day)
   - Upto 9 participants (or multiples of 9)
   - A combination of the above two trails - get the full experience and see the big picture.
4. Close the loop

What we will do:

• Enable you to transform your terrace, balcony, patio or rooftop into an edible organic garden, using your compost - one square foot at a time.

• Give you materials and knowledge for your first square foot – planter box, seeds and printed information.

• Enable an understanding of pest control, crop rotation, soil composition, growth promoters and more!

Steps to begin:

• At least 20 participants
• 3.5 hours of time
• Projector setup for screening videos
• Outdoor space and water
Some details about us.

Our Impact:
We keep over 13,000 kg of wet waste out of landfill EVERYDAY.
This allows an equal amount of dry waste to be recycled daily. Less transport also means less pollution.

Who we are:
Daily Dump is a brand of PBK Waste Solutions Pvt. Ltd - a social enterprise, operational since 2006. We design effective waste management systems through our own range of segregation and composting products. Our services in Bangalore include training programs, demonstrations, workshops, awareness campaigns and more.

Our Community:
We have over 15,000 customers who use our products - in corporate offices, shops, schools, resorts, apartments, homes etc.

Our online community on social media is nearly 4000 people strong and growing everyday.

Daily Dump products are currently available through over 20 outlets in Bangalore and over 15 outlets in other cities.

Our Communities include:

- Total Environment
- PURAVANKARA
- INDUS
- ZED HOMES
- SOBHA
- Onyx
- Garnet
- Aster
- Century
- Inventura Academy
How is Daily Dump different?

We make waste visible and beautiful. 
(Not out of sight, out of mind!)

We want to enable everyone to see waste as a resource.

We see waste as a connection to the things we own, eat and surround ourselves with.

Our products allow you to take the pressure off over-loaded, centralized, systems by managing waste at source.

We help provide livelihoods for traditional artisans and the urban informal sector whom we partner with.

We don’t need to reinvent what already exists - traditional methods inspire us. We are India addicts.
Call us today and start on your journey of re-imagining.

+91 99164 26661
www.dailydump.org
dailydumpcompost@gmail.com

2992, 12 A th Main, 5th Cross,
HAL IlInd Stage,
Bangalore - 560 008